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Jaak De Koninck (°1950), artist since 1972, is creating all the packaging 
for our Fleet chocolate. His inspiration is based on the magical world 

of cruise ships brought alive in his watercolour paintings.
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Looking for the ultimate 
indulgent milk chocolate 

experience? Reach for a giant 
Fleet chocolate tablet. Perfect 

for sharing and gifting! 

Giant tablet

403940: Milk 400g
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tin cruise ships

403933: Delicious Milk
Chocolate Cruise Ships filled
with Hazelnut filling in a
tin of 200g.

Delicious chocolate cruise ships with Belgian 
milk chocolate and creamy hazelnut filling. 

These replicas are heavenly sweet temptations! 

cruise ships 
900201: Delicious Milk Chocolate
Cruise Ships filled with Hazelnut
filling in a box of 200g.
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tin shippinG collectables

403926: Milk Chocolate
Shipping Collectables filled with
Hazelnut filling 200g.

shippinG collectables 
900202: Milk Chocolate
Shipping Collectables filled
with Hazelnut filling 200g.

Float away with these 
delicious magical chocolates!
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S

seashells

402483: Seashells 250g

tin seashells

403938: Seashells 250g

S

3 colour exquisite Belgian chocolate
seashells with a fine, seductive hazelnut

filling of roasted hazelnuts.
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tin mixed truffles

Mixed Truffles 200g

truffles

404513: Mixed Truffles 200g

An assortment of connoisseur
truffles made with a chocolate 

based filling, then covered
with Belgian milk and dark chocolate and

finished with a delicate coating
of Belgian chocolate flakes.
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Fine decorated shiny pralines 
presented in the most original 

tin you have ever seen!

tin pralines

403939: Belgian Pralines 200g,
made with cocoa butter.
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Small tin

900193: Sea Marriage

Square tin

900198: Cruiser of the Sea

tins
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900064: Fleet gift box   
 small – empty

The ultimate gift – the best way 
to say thank you!

empty 
Gift boxes



A unique concept different 
from all the other chocolates!
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